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1. Introduction 

Automated planning is a form of artificial intelligence that generates action 
sequences to accomplish a specific goal. Such techniques are often used when 
creating intelligent systems and are of particular interest for the implementation of 
autonomous robotic platforms. Within the field of autonomous planning, task 
planning has a number of advantages, including the ability to form long, human-
readable plans. However, they have largely remained theoretical because of the 
challenges encountered when integrating them into a complex, autonomous system. 

A hierarchical task network (HTN) is a structure used to create plans to accomplish 
specific goals. The graph structure is created by breaking down tasks into subtasks 
using actions and methods that are defined within the domain. A sample HTN in 
the blocks world domain can be seen in Fig. 1. A task defines an advancement of 
the system state to attain a specific subsequent state and is of the form 
task(literal1,literal2) for any number of literals. As an example, a task may be 
“pick-up(apple,kitchen table,right hand)” representing picking up the apple from 
the kitchen table with your right hand. A primitive task is a one that can be 
accomplished by a single operation. This operation is called an action.  

 

Fig. 1 HTN of a sample problem in the blocks world domain 

A complex task is a one that requires more than 1 operation. A method is an 
operation that contains multiple subtasks, requiring the subsequent application of 
multiple actions or methods. Complex tasks can continually be broken down until 
only primitive tasks remain. A sequence of actions can be directly applied to the 
system in sequence in order to accomplish these primitive tasks. These sequence of 
actions is called a plan. Because each task and each literal can be named according 
to the user-defined domain documentation, the plan can easily be interpreted by a 
human reader. Similarly, a system state is equally readable, making it easy for a 
human to issue goals to the planner.  
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Hierarchical goal networks (HGNs) differ from HTNs in that they do not make use 
of tasks. While HTN planners break down tasks into subtasks and actions, an HGN 
breaks down goals into subgoals. This structure requires different definitions of 
actions and methods. For HTN planners, actions are applied to complete primitive 
tasks and methods are applied to decompose complex tasks into subtasks. In HGN 
planners, actions achieve a specific goal and methods are applied to decompose a 
specific goal into multiple subgoals. The planner iteratively plans on each goal in 
the graph structure. Each subgoal is assigned an action to achieve this subgoal or is 
decomposed into more subgoals. When each subgoal can be accomplished through 
the execution of a single action, this sequence of actions is a valid plan to attain the 
overall goal. 

One of the difficulties in applying HTN or HGN planners to complex domains 
found in real-world scenarios is that the domain must be explicitly defined. Tasks, 
actions, and methods must be defined with preconditions and expected outcomes 
so that the planner can determine which operations can be applied in a specific state 
and what the outcome of the operation will produce. This can require a large amount 
of a priori work by the user. An important distinction between HTN and HGN 
planners is that methods in HGN planners can be more loosely defined. While 
executing a method operation within an HGN planner may involve the transition of 
many state variables, the definition may explicitly include many or few of these 
transitions. Methods with more detailed state variable transitions produce more 
directed searches of the state space. 

One of the primary difficulties in implementing an HTN- or HGN-based planner 
on a robotic platform is in translating the actions generated by the planner. Because 
tasks and how they are decomposed into action, methods, and subtasks are user 
defined specifically for a particular domain, they are typically complex concepts. 
For example, an action may be “pick up box A”. While such instruction is easily 
understandable by a human, this requires numerous motor control instructions for 
a robot to execute. If, instead, actions are defined at the motor control level, the 
action definitions would be too complex for a human author.  

The report documents efforts to integrate an HGN planner with a navigation system 
on a robotic platform within a simulation environment. The HGN planner is used 
at a high level to form an overall mission plan. The navigation system uses a low-
level search-based action planner in order to form the motor control signals. 
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2. System 

2.1 GoDeL Planner 

The Goal Decomposition with Landmarks (GoDeL) planner, developed by Shiv- 
ashankar,1 is an HGN planner that uses landmarks to break down goals into 
subgoals. GoDeL operates as an HGN planner as described in Section 1 with 
additional rules to aid the planner under sparse domain information. As in 
generalized HGN planners, the algorithm assigns actions to achieve goals and 
breaks down goals into subgoals using methods when applicable. However, when 
a goal cannot directly be attained by an action or decomposed by a method, GoDeL 
will work to decompose the goal using landmarks. A landmark is a specific state 
that must be satisfied in any valid plan to attain a specific goal. For example, any 
plan to put an object down must at some point contain the state of holding the 
object. GoDeL uses the LAMA2 algorithm to identify landmarks for a given 
subgoal. If the algorithm encounters a goal that does not have a relevant action or 
method and cannot be decomposed into landmarks, the state space is searched 
through nondeterministic action chaining. Through this progression, GoDeL uses 
whatever information it has to limit the search space and run more efficiently. 
However with limited access to useful methods, the algorithm will still search 
through the entire search space and will thus find a valid solution plan if it exists. 

2.2 Waypoint Navigation 

The waypoint navigation system works to provide semi-autonomous capabilities to 
a robotic platform. The system takes in a goal orientation, known as a waypoint, 
consisting of a map coordinate and pose. A path to this goal orientation, consisting 
of a series of poses, is then generated. The robot attempts to follow the path as 
closely as possible in order to obtain the goal pose. 

The path is obtained through the use of the Search-Based Planning Library.3 This 
library contains a generic set of domain-independent graph search planners, meant 
to be applicable to a variety of systems. This waypoint navigation implementation 
makes use of the ARA* anytime planner. 

2.3 Test Bed Implementation 

The integration of the planner and navigation system was implemented in a 
simulation environment under the robot operating system (ROS). Within this 
environment, an iRobot PackBot platform navigates its way through a known area. 
The PackBot is a versatile robot platform that has been used by the US Army 
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Research Laboratory for a number of different research and development systems. 
The area is an experimental floor plan meant to simulate a typical apartment. 

In this scenario, doors that may be open or closed are implemented so that the 
waypoint navigation planner is not sufficient by itself. While the waypoint 
navigation planner can create paths between open rooms, closed doors may block 
a valid path from being created. In order to create a complete plan, the simulated 
robot must make use of an additional action to open doors. Although the system 
does not include motor control functions for the PackBot to open doors, the 
simulated robot was given this ability to increase the complexity of the problem. 
This could have a real-world analogy of using a remote control to open an electronic 
door or signaling a person to open the door for the robot. 

The test domain is specifically kept to a small number of actions because  
this system is specifically designed as a proof of concept. The available  
actions are move(robot,location1,location2) and open(robot,door). A method  
traverse(robot,location1,location2) is also included in the domain and is designed 
to address the movement of the robot across several rooms with closed doors. The 
method is applied to a location goal (e.g., robot-at(robot,location)) and breaks the 
goal down into subgoals of the robot at intermediate rooms and open doors between 
these rooms. GoDeL uses these actions and methods to create an action plan 
consisting of move and open commands. This queue of action commands are 
interpreted by C++ code contained in a ROS node. The behaviors of this node is 
tailored by the user for this specific domain. It translates move actions into 
waypoints to be sent to the waypoint navigation system. The node executes open 
actions by directly manipulating the environment, clearing the path between 2 
rooms, simulating the act of opening a door. 

In this manner, the system demonstrates additional capabilities that are added to the 
waypoint navigation planner. The HGN planner is able to create move and open 
commands to establish a valid plan. These commands are applied through the 
system into autonomous selection of waypoints and door opening commands. The 
HGN planner is also extended in its ability to carry out actions. While a command 
to move(robot1,location1) is abstract in the literal sense, the system is able to 
translate this into a waypoint. It can then use the waypoint navigation planner to 
provide motor control actions to the robot. 

3. Results 

The system was demonstrated to operate under the simulation environment. The 
HGN planner is able to create valid plans consisting of move and open actions. A 
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sample plan can be seen in the following Table. These actions are then executed by 
the robot in order to attain specific goals. A screenshot of the simulator visualized 
in rviz can be seen in Fig. 2. This figure demonstrates the robot moving along a 
path created by the navigation system to a waypoint selected by the HGN planner. 
This system successfully provides a proof of concept that can serve to justify 
continued work in this direction. 

Table. Sample plan from simulation 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 2 Screen capture of the simulation in progress 

4. Future Work 

4.1 Plan Repair 

To make the system more robust, plan repair capabilities will be included. 
Operation of the robotic platform in a real-world environment introduces dynamic 
events and nondeterministic outcomes. Dynamic events could include a door 
shutting without robot interaction. Nondeterministic outcomes of an action include 

Plan: 
1:move(robot1,loc1,loc2) 
2:open-
door(robot1,door1,loc2,loc3) 
3:move(robot1,loc2,loc3) 
4:move(robot1,loc3,loc4) 
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the robot slipping in its movements. Both of these additional factors result in the 
possibility that a plan could be invalidated during execution, either because it 
cannot be executed or because the outcome will no longer satisfy the goal. When 
such an event occurs, the system must work to repair the plan. In the worst case, 
this will require a completely new plan to be created. However, computation time 
can be saved if parts of the original plan can be reused. 

Ayan and Kuter have created the Hierarchical Ordered Task Replanning in 
Dynamic Environments (HOTRiDE) algorithm4 in order to address this problem. 
This system uses the structure of an HTN planner to enact limited replanning on an 
invalidated plan while retaining as much of the original plan as possible. As the 
HTN structure is being created during the initial planning, HOTRiDE keeps track 
of causal links. A causal link is created between the outcome of one action and the 
preconditions of another action. If the first action produces an unexpected outcome, 
the preconditions of the linked action must be checked to ensure that it is still valid. 
In addition, the plan as a whole must be checked to ensure that the overall goal is 
still satisfied. HOTRiDE then uses these causal links to evaluate the plan when an 
action has an unexpected outcome. It searches the graph to find the minimal failed 
task. This task, and any other tasks it supports through causal links, must be 
replanned through a state space search. 

To continue the work of this report, a parallel of HOTRiDE that can be applied to 
HGN planners such as GoDeL is being created. This new algorithm looks to take 
advantage of the structure of the HGN as opposed to that of an HTN. Because each 
node of the HGN is a goal, the repair algorithm can take advantage of the original 
search space. While HOTRiDE must look to complete each subtask, this new 
replanning algorithm can look to replan specific subgoals. Subgoals that were 
added through inefficient state space searching can be included in the replan in 
order to try and form a more efficient plan. 

4.2 Dynamic Domain and Goals 

As an additional area of research, a complete planning system for a dynamic system 
can include dynamic domain redefinitions. This capability is especially important 
for operation of the system with incomplete knowledge of the domain. For example, 
a robotic system working to explore an unknown building may find an unexpected 
door. A robust system would be able to add this door to the domain and invoke a 
replanning procedure. This may result in a more efficient plan to accomplish the 
goal state. 

Similarly, the system could have cause to dynamically alter its goals. In the context 
of a search and rescue mission after a natural disaster, a robot could encounter an 
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injured person. The system would have need to dynamically add a goal in order to 
rescue this person or call for aid with a high priority. A robust planning system 
would be able to add this goal and invoke a replanning procedure that would look 
to achieve this high priority goal as quickly as possible before continuing with the 
original plan. 
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